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Abstract 

This paper proposed an automatic stitching algorithm to process drone-captured top-view images (ortho- 

images) to generate a single frame high-resolution unified top-view image for construction site 

documentation. The initial step of the proposed algorithm is resizing adjacent ortho-images to the same 

scale. The next step is to find a common straight edge for merging the resized ortho-images. A vertical edge 

that closes to the right end of the left-image in left-right mode or a horizontal edge that closes to the bottom 

end of the upper-image in up-down mode is recommended. Then, merging adjacent ortho-images at the 

common edge. Stitching and aligning the corresponding elevation-maps at the common edge, if any. An 

automatic stitching tool was developed with comprehensive functions of automatic, semiautomatic, and 

manual stitching based on the stitching algorithm. Application results are presented and discussed in this 

paper, including grid stitching mode for large building sites and linear stitching mode for infrastructure 

projects. With the stitched ortho-image and elevation-map, the point cloud can be generated for 3D 

monitoring construction progress. 
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1. Introduction 
 

Recent breakthroughs in micro quadrotor drones (or unmanned aerial vehicles, UAVs) have enabled dreams 

of drone photography and photogrammetry to get closer and closer to the reality of construction practices 

for construction site surveying (Shang & Shen, 2018; Siebert & Teizer, 2014), earthwork planning and 

monitoring (Haur et al., 2018; Nassar & Jung, 2012), and construction progress monitoring (Jacob-Loyola 

et al., 2021). Specifically, for construction site three-dimensional (3D) mapping, using drones with high- 

definition cameras for structure-from-motion (SfM) photogrammetry is the state-of-the-art approach for 

large construction site (Nassar & Jung, 2012; Vargo, 2020; Westoby et al., 2012). The commercial 

photogrammetry software packages, such as Autodesk ReCap Photo, can generate a two-dimensional (2D) 

orthophoto and a 3D point cloud for the scanned construction site (Jiang & Bai, 2021). However, it takes 

approximately one hour to process one hundred drone images in the SfM photogrammetry processing. As 

a result, “one processing day” is required for drone SfM photogrammetry-based soil measurement (Haur et 

al., 2018). When the contractor is only using drone imagery to document the construction project progress, 

using drone-captured 2D top-views of the construction site is enough. Then, with a series of top-views, 

project progress can be well monitored in building and infrastructure projects. 

 

2. Data Acquisition 
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For architecture, engineering, and construction (AEC) applications and practices, “DJI Phantom” (Moon et 

al., 2019; Yang et al., 2018), “DJI Inspire” (Aguilar et al., 2019; Li & Lu, 2018), and “DJI Mavic” (Park et 

al., 2019) are the most popular ready-to-fly imaging drones. Fig. 1 shows the components of a DJI Phantom 

4 Pro V2.0, which is an easily controlled and portable quadcopter drone. It has a downward vision system and 

GPS for stable hovering at a planned position; the digital camera is mounted on a 3-axis (pitch, roll, yaw) 

gimbal to enhance the camera’s stabilization (DJI, 2020). In this paper, ortho-imaging is defined as setting 

the gimbal’s pitch-axis at ‒90° to make the camera lens face down to the construction site. Then, the drone 

captured images are top-views of the construction site with an approximate scale of ground sampling 

distance (GSD). Typically, GSD has the unit of cm/pixel, which means a pixel’s length stands for a physical 

length of ground in centimeters. 

As shown in Fig. 2, the GSD has an inverse relationship to drone flight height (altitude). To obtain high- 

resolution ortho-images, a low altitude is necessary. Then, for scanning the entire construction site, multiply 

stations are required for either a linear project or a larger area project; see the examples shown in Fig. 3. 

Next, stitching the overlapped ortho-images is required to generate a single frame high-resolution unified 

top-view of the construction site. 
 

Fig. 1. Drone system, gimbal, and camera. 
 

Fig. 2. Sketch of drone ortho-imaging in low-high altitudes. 

 

Previous research (Jiang, 2020; Jiang & Bai, 2021) proposed an up-forward-down drone flight path to 

capture low-high image pairs (example shown in Fig. 2) on a construction site, where “forward” means the 

drone flight direction between two sequence stations; and “up” and “down” stand for the drone flight 

direction at each station, which is either moving up or down. When the construction site is prepared for a 



linear infrastructural project like Fig. 3(a), where stations are set from the start point to the endpoint, then 

the left-right stitching mode is required to merge the adjacent results along the drone flight direction. When 

the construction site is prepared for a large building project like Fig. 3(b), where stations are planned in a 

grid style, the left-right mode is used in each row first, and then, the up-down mode is required for merging 

the stitched rows’ results of images to cover the entire construction site. 

Furthermore, the previously developed PGMED algorithm (Jiang, 2020; Jiang & Bai, 2021, 2020), Fast- 

PGMED algorithm (Han, 2020; Han et al., 2022) can quickly process low-high image pairs for construction 

site dense 3D reconstruction and elevation determination of each station covered area. The generated 

elevation-map has the same pixel coordinates as the low-image (dropped edges in four sides) at each station. 

Therefore, it would be great if a single frame high-resolution unified elevation-map could be created along 

with the ortho-image stitching. 

 
Fig. 3. Stitching modes: (a) linear infrastructure, (b) building. 

 

3. Stitching Algorithm Design 

 

This research aimed to optimized both stitching modes shown in Fig. 3 to automatic level and also supported 

the ortho-images with different GSDs, which means ortho-images can be captured at different altitudes. 

Fig. 4 demonstrates the processes of both left-right and up-down modes, where the matched keypoints are 

annotated as “×” with indication numbers in overlaps. The used keypoint is Scale-invariant Feature 

Transform (SIFT) keypoints, which is suitable for matching two images with different scales and 

orientations (D.G. Lowe, 1999; David G. Lowe, 2004). 

The initial process is resizing adjacent ortho-images to have equal GSD. The linear scaling ratio can be 

calculated from the selected two pairs of matched SIFT keypoints like Fig. 4(a), where the largest distance 

is desired to guarantee the accuracy; it can also be automatically performed by selecting one keypoint at the 

beginning row and another at the ending row of the matched keypoint DataFrame (a type of data format in 

pandas) (Pandas, 2020), in which keypoints are sorted by 𝑢-axis (along the horizontal direction of the ortho-

image) for left-right mode and 𝑣-axis (along the vertical direction of the ortho-image) for up-down mode 

in increasing order like Fig. 4 (a and c), respectively. 



 

 
Fig. 4. Stitching processes: (a) scaling ratio, (b) left-right edge, (c) up-down edge, and (d) few SIFT keypoints. 

The second process is determining a common straight edge for merging the resized ortho-images, preferably 

a vertical edge that closes to the right end of the left-image in left-right mode or a horizontal edge that closes 

to the bottom end of the upper-image in up-down mode. A suitable common edge can be determined via the 

proposed 𝒇𝒊𝒏𝒅𝑪𝒐𝒎𝒎𝒐𝒏𝑬𝒅𝒈𝒆() algorithm shown in Fig. 5. For the left-right stitching in Fig. 4(b), the 

𝒇𝒊𝒏𝒅𝑪𝒐𝒎𝒎𝒐𝒏𝑬𝒅𝒈𝒆() algorithm uses the newly matched and sorted keypoint DataFrame of the resized ortho- 
images as the input. Moreover, when the number of matched SIFT keypoints is less than 30 to activate 

𝒇𝒊𝒏𝒅𝑪𝒐𝒎𝒎𝒐𝒏𝑬𝒅𝒈𝒆() or occurs with unsatisfied conditions, the selections of identical pixels can be manually 

performed like in Fig. 4 (c and d). 

 
𝒇𝒊𝒏𝒅𝑪𝒐𝒎𝒎𝒐𝒏𝑬𝒅𝒈𝒆(𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡𝐷𝑎𝑡𝑎𝐹𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑒, 𝑙𝑒𝑓𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡𝐵𝑜𝑜𝑙): # pointDataFrame [u0, v0, u1, v1], matched keypoints; u0 and v0 refer the left or upper image 

𝒇𝒐𝒓 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛1 𝒊𝒏 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒(1,50,1): # travel begins at the smallest value to guarantee the common edge in vertical or horizontal as much as possible 

𝒇𝒐𝒓 𝑖 𝒊𝒏 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒(𝑁 − 1,0, −1): # travel begins at the largest value in u-axis (left-right mode) or v-axis (up-down mode); N, number of keypoints 

𝒇𝒐𝒓 𝑗 𝒊𝒏 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒(𝑖 − 1,0, −1): # travel keypoints in order of u-axis (left-right mode) or v-axis (up-down mode) 

𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥0, 𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥 = 𝑗, 𝑖 # index0, the first keypoint; index, the second keypoint; and then, two points determine a straight line 

𝑢𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓 = 𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡𝐷𝑎𝑡𝑎𝐹𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑒[′𝒖𝟎′][𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥0] − 𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡𝐷𝑎𝑡𝑎𝐹𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑒[′𝒖𝟎′][𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥] # difference between the current selected keypoints in u-axis 

𝑣𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓 = 𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡𝐷𝑎𝑡𝑎𝐹𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑒[′𝒗𝟎′][𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥0] − 𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡𝐷𝑎𝑡𝑎𝐹𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑒[′𝒗𝟎′][𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥] # difference between the current selected keypoints in v-axis 

𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛0 = −50 × 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛1 #adjustable condition0, guarantees the selected keypoints are not close to each other 

𝒊𝒇 𝒂𝒃𝒔(𝑢𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓 ) < 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛1 𝒂𝒏𝒅 𝑣𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓  < 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛0 𝒂𝒏𝒅 𝑙𝑒𝑓𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡𝐵𝑜𝑜𝑙 == 𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑒: # 𝑢𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓 closer to zero, the line is more vertical 

𝒓𝒆𝒕𝒖𝒓𝒏 𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥0, 𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥 # negative 𝑣𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓 guarantees first keypoint above the second keypoint 

𝒃𝒓𝒆𝒂𝒌 

𝒆𝒍𝒊𝒇 𝒂𝒃𝒔(𝑣𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓 ) < 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛1 𝒂𝒏𝒅 𝑢𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓  < 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛0 𝒂𝒏𝒅 𝑙𝑒𝑓𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡𝐵𝑜𝑜𝑙 == 𝐹𝑎𝑙𝑠𝑒: # 𝑣𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓 closer to zero, the line is more horizontal 

𝒓𝒆𝒕𝒖𝒓𝒏 𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥0, 𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥 # guarantees first keypoint at the left of second selected keypoint; False, in case the up-down mode 

𝒃𝒓𝒆𝒂𝒌 

Fig. 5. Pseudocode of 𝒇𝒊𝒏𝒅𝑪𝒐𝒎𝒎𝒐𝒏𝑬𝒅𝒈𝒆() algorithm. 

 

The additional processes to perform the 𝒔𝒕𝒊𝒄𝒉𝒊𝒏𝒈𝑳𝒆𝒇𝒕&𝑹𝒊𝒈𝒉𝒕() and 𝒔𝒕𝒊𝒄𝒉𝒊𝒏𝒈𝑼𝒑&𝑫𝒐𝒘𝒏() algorithms include: 



(1) Rotating both resized ortho-images to make the selected common edge vertical in left-right mode or 
horizontal in up-down mode, where both rotation centers are set at the first keypoints. 

(2) Discarding the left-image’s right part and the right-image’s left part in left-right mode or discarding the 

up-image’s bottom part and the down-image’s upper part in up-down mode. 

(3) Translating the right-image in 𝑣-axis to align with the left-image at the first keypoint in left-right mode 

or translating the bottom-image in 𝑢-axis to align with the upper-image at the first keypoint in up-down 
mode. 

(4) Concatenating the left-right images or up-down images at the common edge. 

Moreover, both ortho-images are padded in the above operations of rotation, translation, and concatenation 

to retain all ortho-images’ information. The corresponding elevation-maps are automatically scaled and 

rotated along with ortho-images via the same keypoints and common edge. In addition, elevation-maps (8- 

bit grayscale image) are aligned to the same grayscale values at the common edge before concatenating 

them. 

Furthermore, to automatically conduct stitching with multi-station, the 𝒔𝒕𝒊𝒕𝒄𝒉𝒊𝒏𝒈𝑳𝒊𝒏𝒆𝒂𝒓() algorithm (see Fig. 

6) is proposed to process a singular command list with the format of [0, ′𝟒𝟎𝒁′, ′𝟒𝟎𝒀′], in which the “0” is used 

for activating 𝒔𝒕𝒊𝒄𝒉𝒊𝒏𝒈𝑼𝒑&𝑫𝒐𝒘𝒏 () and “1” for 𝒔𝒕𝒊𝒄𝒉𝒊𝒏𝒈𝑳𝒆𝒇𝒕&𝑹𝒊𝒈𝒉𝒕( ), which returns the stitched results as 

′𝟒𝟎𝒁_𝑵𝑬𝑿𝑻_𝒀′(“40” in the file name indicate it is a 20-40-m ortho-image pair). 

 
𝒔𝒕𝒊𝒕𝒄𝒉𝒊𝒏𝒈𝑳𝒊𝒏𝒆𝒂𝒓(𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑑𝐿𝑖𝑠𝑡 = [0, ′𝟒𝟎𝒁′, ′𝟒𝟎𝒀′]): 
𝒊𝒇 𝒍𝒆𝒏(𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑑𝐿𝑖𝑠𝑡) == 2: 
𝒓𝒆𝒕𝒖𝒓𝒏 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑑𝐿𝑖𝑠𝑡[1] 

𝒊𝒇 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑑𝐿𝑖𝑠𝑡[0] == 0: 
𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑁𝑎𝑚𝑒 = 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑑𝐿𝑖𝑠𝑡[1] 
𝑛𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑁𝑎𝑚𝑒𝐿𝑖𝑠𝑡 = 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑑𝐿𝑖𝑠𝑡[2: ] 
𝒇𝒐𝒓 𝑖 𝒊𝒏 𝑛𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑁𝑎𝑚𝑒𝐿𝑖𝑠𝑡: 
𝒔𝒕𝒊𝒄𝒉𝒊𝒏𝒈𝑼𝑷&𝑫𝒐𝒘𝒏(𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑁𝑎𝑚𝑒, 𝑖) 
𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑁𝑎𝑚𝑒 = 𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑁𝑎𝑚𝑒 + "_𝑵𝑬𝑿𝑻_" + 𝑖 

𝒆𝒍𝒊𝒇 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑑𝐿𝑖𝑠𝑡[0] == 1: 
b𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑁𝑎𝑚𝑒 = 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑑𝐿𝑖𝑠𝑡[1] 
𝑛𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑁𝑎𝑚𝑒𝐿𝑖𝑠𝑡 = 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑑𝐿𝑖𝑠𝑡[2: ] 
𝒇𝒐𝒓 𝑖 𝒊𝒏 𝑛𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑁𝑎𝑚𝑒𝐿𝑖𝑠𝑡: 
𝒔𝒕𝒊𝒄𝒉𝒊𝒏𝒈𝑳𝒆𝒇𝒕&𝑹𝒊𝒈𝒉𝒕(𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑁𝑎𝑚𝑒, 𝑖) 
𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑁𝑎𝑚𝑒 = 𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑁𝑎𝑚𝑒 + "_𝑵𝑬𝑿𝑻_" + 𝑖[2: ] 

𝒓𝒆𝒕𝒖𝒓𝒏 𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑁𝑎𝑚𝑒 

Fig. 6. Pseudocode of 𝒔𝒕𝒊𝒕𝒄𝒉𝒊𝒏𝒈𝑳𝒊𝒏𝒆𝒂𝒓() algorithm. 

 

4. Application Results and Discussion 

 

This research used the PGMED algorithm with low-high ortho-image pairs to determine construction sites’ 

elevations. Table 1 lists the properties of PGMED’s outputs of ortho-images and elevation-maps for each 

input of a pair of low-high ortho-images captured by a DJI Phantom 4 Pro V2.0 over a target station at the 

low altitude 𝐻/2 and high altitude 𝐻. The scanned station X is referenced as 10-20 X or 𝟐𝟎𝑿, in which 10 

refers to the designated low altitude 𝐻/2=10m, 20 is the designated high altitude 𝐻=20m. 

 

Table 1. Ortho-image and elevation-map at a station. 

Properties 10-20 ortho-image 20-40 ortho-image 

Drone captured image size 3648×4864-pixel 3648×4864-pixel 

Assembled low-high ortho-image size 1824×1824-pixel 1824×1824-pixel 

Generated ortho-image size 1568×1568-pixel 1632×1632-pixel 

Generated elevation-map size 1568×1568-pixel 1632×1632-pixel 
Approximate GSD 0.54 cm/pixel 1.08 cm/pixel 

Covered construction site area 8.5×8.5 m2 17.6×17.6 m2 



 

Measurable elevations [-5 m,5 m] [-10m, 10m] 

Elevation-map value [0,255] [0,255] 

Elevation-map interval 0.0392-m 0.0784-m 

Elevation-map system error 0.0196-m 0.0392-m 

Note: see the detailed definitions and values of the listed properties in (Jiang & Bai, 2021) 
 

Since the captured ortho-images have GPS coordinates, their related directions can be easily determined. 

The four ortho-images, shown in Fig. 7(a), have an approximate 2×2 grid relationship. Then, the stitching 

command list can be written as [[1, ′𝟒𝟎𝒁′, ′𝟒𝟎𝒀′], [1, ′𝟒𝟎𝑺′, ′𝟒𝟎𝑽′]] for the 𝒔𝒕𝒊𝒕𝒄𝒉𝒊𝒏𝒈𝑮𝒓𝒊𝒅() algorithm shown in Fig. 8, where 

each singular command list is a row of Fig. 7(a). At the end of the process, the 𝒔𝒕𝒊𝒕𝒄𝒉𝒊𝒏𝒈𝑮𝒓𝒊𝒅() algorithm creates 

a command list [0, ′𝟒𝟎𝒁_𝑵𝑬𝑿𝑻_𝒀′, ′𝟒𝟎𝑺_𝑵𝑬𝑿𝑻_𝑽′] for applying the up-down stitching of the two stitched rows by 

𝒔𝒕𝒊𝒕𝒄𝒉𝒊𝒏𝒈𝑳𝒊𝒏𝒆𝒂𝒓() and returns the 2×2 stitched 𝟒𝟎𝒁_𝑵𝑬𝑿𝑻_𝒀_𝑵𝑬𝑿𝑻_𝑺_𝑵𝑬𝑿𝑻_𝑽, as shown in Fig. 7(d). 
 

Fig. 7. Stitching modes: (a) 2×2 grid, and (b) stitched ortho-image. 

 
𝒔𝒕𝒊𝒕𝒄𝒉𝒊𝒏𝒈𝑮𝒓𝒊𝒅(𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑑𝐿𝑖𝑠𝑡 = [[1, ′𝟒𝟎𝒁′, ′𝟒𝟎𝒀′], [1, ′𝟒𝟎𝑺′, ′𝟒𝟎𝑽′]]): 
𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑁𝑎𝑚𝑒𝐿𝑖𝑠𝑡 = [0] 
𝒇𝒐𝒓 𝑟𝑜𝑤𝑙𝑖𝑠𝑡 𝒊𝒏 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑑𝐿𝑖𝑠𝑡: 
𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑁𝑎𝑚𝑒𝐿𝑖𝑠𝑡. 𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑛𝑑(𝒔𝒕𝒊𝒕𝒄𝒉𝒊𝒏𝒈𝑳𝒊𝒏𝒆𝒂𝒓(𝑟𝑜𝑤𝑙𝑖𝑠𝑡)) 

𝒔𝒕𝒊𝒕𝒄𝒉𝒊𝒏𝒈𝑳𝒊𝒏𝒆𝒂𝒓(𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑁𝑎𝑚𝑒𝐿𝑖𝑠𝑡) 

Fig. 8. Pseudocode of 𝒔𝒕𝒊𝒕𝒄𝒉𝒊𝒏𝒈𝑮𝒓𝒊𝒅() algorithm. 

Three pairs of ortho-images and elevation-maps of 𝟒𝟎𝑪𝑨, 𝟒𝟎𝑪𝑯, and 𝟒𝟎𝑪𝑰 (“40” indicates they are 20-40-m 

ortho-image pairs) with the image size of 16321632-pixel were collected from (Jiang & Bai, 2021); an 

ortho-image and elevation-map pair of 𝟒𝟎𝑪𝑱 with size of 15681568-pixels was collected from (Han, 2020). 

These four pairs of ortho-images and elevation-maps were automatically stitched with 

𝒔𝒕𝒊𝒕𝒄𝒉𝒊𝒏𝒈𝑮𝒓𝒊𝒅𝑪𝒐𝒍𝑻𝒉𝒆𝒏𝑹𝒐𝒘() algorithm (shown in Fig. 9) via the command [[0, ′𝟒𝟎𝑪𝑱′, ′𝟒𝟎𝑪𝑰′], [0, ′𝟒𝟎𝑪𝑯′], [0, ′𝟒𝟎𝑪𝑨′]], which called 

𝒔𝒕𝒊𝒕𝒄𝒉𝒊𝒏𝒈𝑼𝒑&𝑫𝒐𝒘𝒏() to merge 𝟒𝟎𝑪𝑱 and 𝟒𝟎𝑪𝑰 first. Then, the merged results of 𝟒𝟎𝑪𝑱_𝑵𝑬𝑿𝑻_𝑪𝑰 were stitched with 𝟒𝟎𝑪𝑯 

and 𝟒𝟎𝑪𝑨 in sequence via 𝒔𝒕𝒊𝒕𝒄𝒉𝒊𝒏𝒈𝑳𝒆𝒇𝒕&𝑹𝒊𝒈𝒉𝒕(). 
 

𝒔𝒕𝒊𝒕𝒄𝒉𝒊𝒏𝒈𝑮𝒓𝒊𝒅𝑪𝒐𝒍𝑻𝒉𝒆𝒏𝑹𝒐𝒘(𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑑𝐿𝑖𝑠𝑡 = [[0, ′𝟒𝟎𝑪𝑱′, ′𝟒𝟎𝑪𝑰′], [0, ′𝟒𝟎𝑪𝑯′], [0, ′𝟒𝟎𝑪𝑨′]]): 
𝑟𝑜𝑤𝑁𝑎𝑚𝑒𝐿𝑖𝑠𝑡 = [1] 
𝒇𝒐𝒓 𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑠𝑡 𝒊𝒏 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑑𝐿𝑖𝑠𝑡: 
𝑟𝑜𝑤𝑁𝑎𝑚𝑒𝐿𝑖𝑠𝑡. 𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑛𝑑(𝒔𝒕𝒊𝒕𝒄𝒉𝒊𝒏𝒈𝑳𝒊𝒏𝒆𝒂𝒓(𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑠𝑡)) 

𝒔𝒕𝒊𝒕𝒄𝒉𝒊𝒏𝒈𝑳𝒊𝒏𝒆𝒂𝒓(𝑟𝑜𝑤𝑁𝑎𝑚𝑒𝐿𝑖𝑠𝑡) 



Fig. 9. Pseudocode of 𝒔𝒕𝒊𝒕𝒄𝒉𝒊𝒏𝒈𝑮𝒓𝒊𝒅𝑪𝒐𝒍𝑻𝒉𝒆𝒏𝑹𝒐𝒘() algorithm. 

 

Additionally, the developed automatic stitching tool has comprehensive functions and graphic user 

interfaces   (GUIs)   for   automatic,   semiautomatic,   and   manual   stitching.   In   process   command [[0, 

′𝟒𝟎𝑪𝑱′, ′𝟒𝟎𝑪𝑰′], [0, ′𝟒𝟎𝑪𝑯′], [0, ′𝟒𝟎𝑪𝑨′]], the automated stitching was activated in the up-down stitching of 𝟒𝟎𝑪𝑱 and 

𝟒𝟎𝑪𝑰, while semiautomatic stitching and manual stitching were used in the remaining two left-right stitching 

because the matched SIFT keypoints were less than the thresholds (10 for determining scaling ratio and 30 

for determining common straight edge) to activate automated stitching. In Fig. 10(a), common keypoints 

of 19 and 18 were picked to determine the common edge via typing them into the command line. In Fig. 

10(b), the common keypoints of 6 and 7 were discarded because the determined straight line occurred on 

the edge of the wooden platform and would produce errors in elevation alignment. Thus, the keypoint 0 

was set as the starting point, and the ending points were picked along the direction of the chink between 

two boards via cursor in the final. The final stitched results of ortho-image and elevation-map are shown in 

Fig. 11, where a wooden path links two stairs and a platform. 
 

Fig. 10. Stitching examples: (a) semiautomatic left-right stitching and (b) manual left-right stitching. 

 

Fig. 11. Stitched ortho-image, elevation-map. 
 

Furthermore, the GSD of 1.04 cm/pixel was determined for the stitched ortho-image and elevation-map via 

detecting the placed drone landing pad, same as the examples shown in (Han et al., 2022; Jiang & Bai, 

2021). The determined GSD is close to the approximate value listed in Table 1, which means the drone’s 

altitudes were not at 20-40m to the ground. Thus, GSD adjustment is necessary for the 3D point cloud 

generation, and the stitched ortho-image and elevation-map converted 3D point cloud is shown in Fig. 12. 



 

 
Fig. 12. 3D point cloud. 

 

5. Conclusion 

 

This paper proposed an automatic stitching algorithm to process drone captured top-view images (ortho- 

images) to generate a single frame high-resolution unified top-view image for construction site 

documentation with the following steps: 
(1) The initial step of the proposed stitching algorithm is resizing adjacent ortho-images to have equal scale. 

(2) Next, a common straight edge for merging the resized ortho-images is determined. A vertical edge 

closes to the right end of the left-image in left-right mode, or a horizontal edge that closes to the bottom 

end of the upper-image in up-down mode is recommended. 

(3) Then, adjacent ortho-images are merged at the common edge. 

The automatic stitching tool was developed with comprehensive functions and graphic user interfaces 

(GUIs) for automatic, semiautomatic, and manual stitching based on the proposed algorithm. Applications 

of 2×2 grid stitching and the mixed stitching were tested. The corresponding elevation-maps were aligned 

and stitched along with the ortho-image stitching. 

The proposed drone imaging approach can be applied to document construction sites during the 

preconstruction, construction, and constructed phases. The coverage can be extended via automated image 

stitching, and the coordinate conversion and orientation alignment can be completed via setting a single 

landing pad as the ground control point. With the PGMED/Fast-PGMED algorithm, the elevation-map and 

point cloud could be created. Moreover, with deep learning-based segmentation approaches (Jiang et al., 

2020, 2022), construction site objects could be easily extracted for as-constructed modeling. 
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